Maintenance Support Equipment

Hedweld Hire
The Trilift® range is now available for hire.
Hedweld is recognised as the world leaders in the manufacture and supply of maintenance support
equipment. The Trilift® range is specifically designed to assist with the removal, installation and handling
of components on mining and heavy earthmoving vehicles. Components such as wheel motors, tyres,
hoist cylinders, final drives, transmissions, differentials, belly pans, hub and strut assemblies can be safely
handled using our Trilift® component handling products.

Belly Pan Hoist

VWT XC30 and
Universal Large Wheel Motor Jig
Transmission Hoist

Jack Stands 100T & 300T

Cat 797 Transmission Hoist

TH15000 Workshop Tyre Handler

Through innovation we provide improved safety and efficiency

www.hedweld.com.au

Manufacturers and Suppliers of:

Safety Benefits and Cost Savings

See our innovations in action on

Hiring Trilift products will:
l

Provide a safer working environment for all maintenance
staff to assist mine maintenance workshops achieve zero
harm.
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or on youtube.com - search by hedweld

Allow all bays in the workshop to be utilised to maximise
workshop efficiencies.
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Reduce the number of personnel required to perform
maintenance tasks freeing up labour for other duties.

What our customers say

Decrease the maintenance time for your equipment. This
means that your equipment will be spending less time
in the workshop and more time moving overburden and
mineral.
Eliminate the need for dump body removal.
Eliminate the need to work under suspended loads.

“We really would have no option available if it weren’t for the
Hedweld tooling. We used to do it the old Barney & Fred way where
the last guy cut the bolt loose!”

Hedweld Hire* gives you the option of short (minimum
1 month) or long term contracts to:
try our products prior to purchasing, or
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have your existing
reconditioned.

Trilift®

equipment

factory

“Safety is the biggest factor in why we love this tool. Before we
used the Hedweld Hub & Strut Jig we used a fork lift, and it would
become unstable and teeter totter. We don’t know what we would
do without this tool.” Mine Maintenance personnel from a USA
mine - names and location upon request.
“The Belly Pan Hoist has provided more safety and less time
to remove our belly pans. Before when we used the chain/
sling there was no way of telling when the sling could break
when adjusted with the overhead crane. Additionally the
overhead crane has a lot of movement making it difficult
to account for tightness or controlled accurate tension of
the chain. As chains do not have stretch or give, it could
break at any time if our guys were not careful.” With the
Hedweld tool, “we have finer control, and much more safety”.
Verlyn Cook Mine Maintenance Supervisor at Simplot
Phosphates LLC.

Contact Information
Visit www.hedweld.com.au and
use the ‘Search by OEM Vehicle’
tab to discover which innovative
Hedweld products will improve
the safety and efficiency of your
fleet maintenance.
Full product specification are
available online or speak to our
Product Support Team.

Hedweld Engineering Pty Ltd
13 Russell Rd
Mt Thorley NSW 2330
Speak to our Sales Manager Ben McMillan
on 0499 740 056 or office Ph: 02 6574 00
Fax: 02 6574 0099
enquiries@hedweld.com.au
www.hedweld.com.au

*Terms and Conditions apply.
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Trilift® Universal Hub & Strut Jig in use on VWT XC20

